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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The information provided on DaoVerse website does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any 
other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website’s content as such. DaoVerse team does not recommend that any 
cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor 
before making any investment decisions. By purchasing DaoVerse, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or 
investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the 
team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of any 
form from DaoVerse and its team. Although DaoVerse is a community driven token for social networking and not a registered 
digital currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because 
the team cannot ensure compliance with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your 
local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.



What is a DAO?
A Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) is a type of organization controlled entirely by computational algorithms. These algorithms are known as smart 
contracts and determine how the parties involved in the DAO must cooperate. Think of an organization where the assets are sourced from a variety of contributions and 
votes on how to utilize these funds. 

DAOs are not bound by any particular regulation or law due to the decentralized nature where the smart contract is executed and coordinated by the organization, the 
blockchain. 

Similarly, these smart contracts can be as simple or complex as it has been decided to program. But they will remain transparent and immutable at the time they are 
published on the blockchain. This will make it possible for everyone to review its operation and the rules that have been programmed inside, being sure that they 
cannot be modified in the future. 

Being pieces of computer code, that is, purely digital language, they open the door to a new level of cooperation, being able to manage decision-making between 
humans, machines, and other smart contracts.

Once the DAO's smart contract goes live on the blockchain, the contract can only be amended with coordinated votes among the DAO's token holders. If a bad actor tries 
to withdraw funds from the treasury, act maliciously, or alter the contract in any way, the predefined rules written in computer code will prevent these actions from 
happening. 

Decisions in a DAO are governed by proposals and voting mechanisms to ensure that everyone within the organization has an equal voice in the governance process. This 
process allows participants to vote on crucial decisions on how to manage DAO resources, fostering a sense of community among participants to accomplish a collective 
goal. That is why DAOs represent a powerful technological innovation that seeks to redefine how different parties cooperate. This is thanks to the fact that they allow the 
creation of autonomous, self-managed, transparent, and more efficient organizations.



About DaoVerse
DaoVerse is a revolutionary Farm-as-a-Service project that operates on the Binance Chain.
The project is designed to allow users to passively earn rewards from yield
farming across various networks.

Our mission is to use treasury funds allocated from users towards NFT Game development, 3D & Metaverse VR 
Games, along with investing directly into teams and corporations that have a long term vision on Metaverse games 
and P2E! This will be achieved through community voting as per majority decisions made by Metaverse DAO 
members.

ZERO TAX
CertiK SECURITY AUDIT
APPROVED ON BSCSCAN



https://swap.daoverse.site/#/swap


How does it work? 
DAOs depend on a series of mechanisms that guarantee their operation at all times. The first of these mechanisms is related to programming actions 
and executing them according to specific parameters. With this, the DAO gains the ability to perform actions autonomously. In a simpler way, this 
programming would be the set of rules that govern the DAO. The most usual form of programming these actions is through smart contracts.

The second mechanism is a consensus protocol. Its function is to guarantee that the decisions made within the DAO are made by consensus of its 
parts, stakeholders. No external factor to the network and who wants to participate directly in it can alter or cause them to make decisions.

Next, DAOs have a third mechanism that depends on issuing a token or means of exchange, governance tokens. This mechanism aims to guarantee 
an environment that economically sustains the DAO and allows users to gain voting power while simultaneously being a mechanism for exchange 
and economic reward.

Finally, they have a fourth mechanism whose purpose is to record everything that happens in the DAO. This task falls to the blockchain, where all 
the information is stored to be accessed publicly and guarantee its security. The union of these four elements allows the operation of a DAO at all 
times. 



DaoVerse is Successfully

$DVRS
Audit Report

https://www.certik.com/projects/daoverse


Tokenomics
Ticker: DVRS

Name: DaoVerse

Max. supply: 1,000,000,000 DVRS

Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)

Contract: 0xA155464B1566cdDdf9782205602651B8B871b3d5

Public Sale - 10% | Private Sale - 5% | Strategic - 5% | Legal - 1% | Foundation - 2% | Advisors - 1% 
Laboratory - 11% | Marketing - 25.5% | Ecosystem - 8% | Rewards -14.5 | Team - 12% | Company - 12%

$DVRS Contract has ZERO Tax Fees.
All future development is made with pre-allocated tokens.

TRADE $DVRS WITH EASE!.

Exponential rewards supported in our native token through the Metaverse.
A non-inflationary token with fixed supply and ZERO tax fees on any transaction made 
with $DVRS Smart Contract.
Each token provides an equal proportion of DAO governance, the more invested you 
are in the token the greater your ability to recommend and enforce investing guidelines.



Why DaoVerse? 
DaoVerse presents a revolutionary FAAS concept to the DeFi community, merging the profitable realm of the blockchain 
farming with the transparency of governance of the DAO. 
DaoVerse makes staking yields profit available for all its holders just by holding $DVRS. 

DaoVerse is the only decentralized protocol currently focusing on treasury allocation toward P2E game development, P2E and 
NFT game partnerships. 

DaoVerse aims to be the leader community-run protocol building the future of the Metaverse. Provides with an organization 
where all those who are part of it can contribute ideas and vote for them. Its level of transparency is very high and decisions 
are taking by the community at all time. 

DaoVerse is a decentralized organization that offers services globally, eliminating borders and democratizing access to yield 
farming services.
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Useful Links
Daoverse Website
Daoverse Swap
Daoverse Instagram
Daoverse Telegram
Daoverse Medium
Daoverse Twitter
Daoverse CertiK Audit 

http://daoverse.online
https://swap.daoverse.site/#/swap
https://www.instagram.com/dao.verse/
https://t.me/DaoVerseOfficial
https://medium.com/@daoverse
https://twitter.com/DaoDVRS
https://www.certik.com/projects/daoverse

